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Morgan Spring Company

Wire and Springs
Worcester, Massachusetts

Dec. 6th, 1899

Morgan Construction Co.

Gentlemen:

We returned, today, by Bacon's team, the two 24" reels, as per your telephone instructions of this morning.

We also returned the 20" block belonging to our 11 frame to have the lip turned down a little straighter, so that the wire would not slip up on the block. We enclose sketch showing how we wish the block turned.

We received this morning four 24" blocks bored 2\(\frac{3}{4}\)", probably for our rod frame. We were not aware that an order for these blocks had been placed. You will therefore countermand the two 25" blocks ordered Dec. 2nd our order #1235.

The 24" block for 11 frame mentioned in above order, we wish you to finish. One of the wires enclosed is the exact size of the shaft to our old 11 frame. This wire we wish you to use in boring an eccentric for the pointer which was recently ordered.

We enclose 3" wire for a 40" gear which we expect will be expressed from Robert Poole & Sons Co. today. When the gear arrives, we wish you would bore the same, as soon as possible, to this wire, making the same a wringing fit, or an easy driving fit. This gear goes on our 11 frame and we cannot run until the gear is in place. Trusting you will get this out quickly and telephone us when the same is ready, we are

Very truly yours

Morgan Spring

Harry Wheeler

Please return the wires.